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Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is characterized by obsessive thinking, compulsive behav-

ior and anxiety, and is often accompanied by cognitive deficits. The neuropathology of OCD

involves dysregulation of cortical-striatal circuits. Similar to OCD patients, SAPAP3 knockout

mice 3 (SAPAP3−/−) exhibit compulsive behavior (grooming), anxiety and dysregulated cortical-

striatal function. However, it is unknown whether SAPAP3−/− display cognitive deficits and how

these different behavioral traits relate to one another. SAPAP3−/− and wild-type

(WT) littermates were trained in a Pavlovian conditioning task pairing visual cues with the deliv-

ery of sucrose solution. After mice learned to discriminate between a reward-predicting condi-

tioned stimulus (CS+) and a non-reward stimulus (CS−), contingencies were reversed (CS+

became CS− and vice versa). Additionally, we assessed grooming, anxiety and general activity.

SAPAP3−/− acquired Pavlovian approach behavior similarly to WT, albeit less vigorously and

with a different strategy. However, unlike WT, SAPAP3−/− were unable to adapt their behavior

after contingency reversal, exemplified by a lack of re-establishing CS+ approach behavior (sign

tracking). Surprisingly, such behavioral inflexibility, decreased vigor, compulsive grooming and

anxiety were unrelated. This study shows that SAPAP3−/− are capable of Pavlovian learning, but

lack flexibility to adapt associated conditioned approach behavior. Thus, SAPAP3−/− not only

display compulsive-like behavior and anxiety, but also cognitive deficits, confirming and extend-

ing the validity of SAPAP3−/− as a suitable model for the study of OCD. The observation that

compulsive-like behavior, anxiety and behavioral inflexibility were unrelated suggests a non-

causal relationship between these traits and may be of clinical relevance for the treatment

of OCD.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is a psychiatric disorder that is

characterized by recurrent unwanted thoughts, anxiety and compul-

sive behavior, but is also often associated with cognitive deficits.1–5

The persistence of maladaptive patterns of inflexible thoughts and

behaviors suggest a lack of cognitive flexibility,4 the ability to adapt

behavior in response to changing situational requirements.

Preclinical animal models are a valuable tool to elucidate neurobi-

ological mechanisms of OCD, but also enable us to investigate how
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different symptoms relate to one another. Mice with genetic deletion

of Synapse-associated protein 90/postsynaptic density protein

95 associated protein 3 (SAPAP3−/−), a postsynaptic scaffolding pro-

tein predominantly expressed in cortico-striatal circuits,6–8 have been

used for the study of OCD. Although certain genetic variants of the

human homolog of SAPAP3 occur more frequently in OCD patients9

and variation in the SAPAP3 gene was found to be associated with

grooming-related disorders in humans (without direct association to

OCD),10 the genetic link of SAPAP3 to OCD needs further study.

However, the previously showed virtue of the SAPAP3−/− model lies

outside of genetics: The phenotype of these mice maps remarkably

well onto symptoms of human OCD patients. For example, both OCD

patients11–14 and SAPAP3−/−7,8 exhibit dysregulation of projections

from cortex to striatum. Similar to subtypes of OCD patients,

SAPAP3−/− display compulsive-like grooming that can be decreased

by deep-brain stimulation.15 Furthermore, optogenetic stimulation of

cortico-striatal projections can restore normal grooming,16 whereas

stimulation of cortico-striatal projections in wild-type (WT) mice

evokes increased grooming.17 In addition to excessive grooming,

SAPAP3−/− mice show increased anxiety, both of which can be

reduced by viral rescue of striatal SAPAP3.7 Similarly, administration

of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, the primary pharmacother-

apy for OCD, normalizes self-grooming and anxiety-like behavior in

SAPAP3−/−.7Despite this promising validation of the model, cognitive

deficits have not been assessed in SAPAP3−/− until now (this manu-

script and Ref. 18). To study cognitive flexibility in both humans and

animals, reversal learning paradigms are often used.19,20 Previous

studies examining behavioral deficits in reversal learning in OCD

patients yielded mixed outcomes, with some studies observing

deficits,21–27 whereas others did not.28–30 Notably, deficits in reversal

learning associated with altered recruitment of fronto-striatal circuitry

have been observed more consistently.31–35 During reversal learning,

previously acquired contingencies of stimulus-reward associations are

reversed, and the subjects' adaptation to this is assessed. Pavlovian

conditioning is the most basic type of associative learning, during

which a conditioned stimulus (CS) can trigger approach behavior, a

procedure called “autoshaping”.36–38 Autoshaping enables differentia-

tion between approach towards the predictive CS itself (so-called sign

tracking), thought to be driven by model-free strategies, and the

reward location (goal tracking), presumably driven by model-based

strategies,39–41 thereby probing cognitive mechanisms underlying the

behavior. To investigate cognitive flexibility in SAPAP3−/−, we trained

mice in an autoshaping paradigm in touchscreen boxes. Upon task

acquisition, reward contingencies were reversed. In addition, we

investigated the relationship between behavioral flexibility,

compulsive-like behavior, and anxiety. Such a multi-faceted behavioral

investigation of SAPAP3−/− may contribute to the understanding of

behavioral deficits in OCD patients.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Subjects

Animal procedures were in accordance with European and Dutch laws

and approved by the Animal Experimentation Committee of the Royal

Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. SAPAP3−/− mice were

donated by the Feng laboratory.7 Male and female SAPAP3−/− (mean

age 9 months, n = 20, two excluded because of skin lesions) and WT

littermates (mean age 8 months, n = 14) were housed individually on

a reversed light-dark cycle (lights on from 19:00 to 07:00) and food-

restricted to 85% of their free-feeding body weight. All behavioral

procedures were performed during the dark phase.

2.2 | Procedure

First, grooming was assessed in an open field (OF; preautoshaping) for

60 minutes. Next, animals were tested in the autoshaping task, fol-

lowed by a second 60-minute OF test (postautoshaping), and

10 minutes on the elevated plus maze (EPM) to probe anxiety. A Jane-

lia Automatic Animal Behavior Annotator classifier42 was used to

quantify self-grooming (see Ref. 43). More methodological details can

be found in the supplemental information.

FIGURE 1 Pavlovian conditioning (autoshaping) in touchscreen chambers. Panel (A) depicts a schematic of top-down view of touchscreen

chamber. Illumination of different parts of the screen served as conditioned stimuli (CS). CS+ on the left (green) or CS− on the right (red)
(counterbalanced). Besides position, CS were indistinguishable. Approaches (arrows) to CS or reward magazine (RM) were recorded. Panel
(B) depicts a schematic of the autoshaping task. Mice initiated trials by interrupting the infrared beam. Left side shows a CS+ trial and right side a
CS− trial. Sucrose solution was delivered into the RM 10 seconds after CS+ onset. Contingency reversal consisted of switching CS (CS+ became
CS− and vice versa). CS, conditioned stimulus; ITI, intertrial interval; RM, reward magazine
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2.3 | Pavlovian conditioning (autoshaping)

2.3.1 | Apparatus

Training was performed in trapezoid-shaped Bussey-Saksida touchsc-

reen chambers (Campden Instruments, Leics, UK)44 (Figure 1A). CS

(white rectangles presented for 10 seconds) appeared in two different

positions on the touchscreen (12.1 in., screen resolution 600 × 800),

but were otherwise indistinguishable. Chambers were equipped with

infrared beam detectors—one for trial initiation (opposite to touchsc-

reen), two measuring stimuli approaches and one to count reward

magazine entries. The experiment was based upon the autoshaping

protocol presented in Horner et al.44

2.3.2 | Training

Mice were trained twice a day in the autoshaping for 30 minutes per

session, for a total of 72 sessions (36 before and 36 after reversal). A

trial started when the mouse interrupted the infrared beam at the

back of the chamber (invisible to the mouse) after a variable intertrial

interval of 25 seconds (low contiguity between interrupting beam and

trial initiation). Therefore, trial initiation is a consequence of explora-

tion and general activity. Immediately after trial initiation, an auditory

cue was presented (0.5 seconds) and a visual stimulus displayed on

either the left (rewarded CS; CS+) or right (nonrewarded CS; CS−) side

of the screen (position counterbalanced between animals) for 10 sec-

onds. Upon CS+ offset, reward was delivered to the magazine (7 μL,

liquid strawberry milkshake, Melkunie) (Figure 1B). During CS+ trials,

we expected mice to approach the CS+ location or the reward maga-

zine (both measured with infrared beams) (Figure 1A). During CS− tri-

als, we expected animals to refrain from making such approaches.

2.3.3 | Reversal training

Reward contingencies were reversed after 36 sessions (spatial rever-

sal of CS), whereby the previous CS+ became the CS− and the previ-

ous CS− became the CS+.

2.3.4 | Exclusion criteria

We excluded animals that did not associate the CS+ with reward.45–47

Thus, animals that failed to approach screen or reward magazine dur-

ing CS+ in over 70% of trials (in the last 10 sessions before reversal)

and/or failed to avoid screen or reward magazine during CS− less than

70% of trials in the same sessions, were excluded from the analysis.

This resulted in three excluded WT and six excluded SAPAP3−/−.

Additionally, on a session-by-session basis, individual sessions in

which animals initiated less than 10 trials were excluded.

2.3.5 | Performance measures

We measured the following variables based on infrared beam inter-

ruptions (Figure 1A): (a) number of trials initiated, (b) number of trials

with an approach towards screen (sign tracking), (c) number of trials

with an approach towards reward magazine (goal tracking),

(d) combined number of trials with an approach towards screen

and/or reward magazine [CS screen approach OR CS reward magazine

approach] (in some cases both elements are approached in the same

trial, which is then accounted for as a single trial with approach behav-

ior in this calculation), (e) difference (score) of combined number of

trials [combined CS+ approaches-combined CS− approaches], and (f)

general activity during autoshaping measured as total number of infra-

red beam breaks outside of CS presentation. Combined number of tri-

als with an approach (during CS presentation) consisted of the

animals' approach to the cue, the reward magazine, or both.36

2.4 | Data analysis

OF grooming data were analyzed using two-way mixed ANOVA with

within-factor time between OF testing and between-factor genotype,

followed by post-hoc analyses using independent t tests (except

Mann-Whitney U test to compare grooming duration after autoshap-

ing). EPM data were analyzed using independent t tests (except Mann-

Whitney U test to compare entries to open arms). OF activity data

were analyzed using Kruskal Wallis test (within-factor time between

OF testing and between-factor genotype), followed by post-hoc

Mann-Whitney U tests. EPM and autoshaping activity data were ana-

lyzed using independent t tests. Trial-exclusion analysis was performed

using two-way mixed ANOVA (within-factor reversal and between-

factor genotype), followed by Wilcoxon signed-rank post-hoc test. For

trial-initiation analysis, two-way repeated ANOVA was used (within-

factors session and reversal). Comparison within genotype employed

two-way repeated ANOVA (within-factor CS and reversal), followed by

post-hoc paired t tests (except Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests to compare

CS+ vs CS− prereversal for both genotypes). Direct comparison of

genotypes using difference score was analyzed using two-way mixed

ANOVA (within-factor acquisition or maintenance and between-factor

genotype), followed by post-hoc independent t tests. Correlation coef-

ficients are expressed as R squared and estimates of 95% confidence

intervals are reported. Statistical analyses were carried out using SPSS

(version 23.0) and Graphpad Prism (version 6). P values were adjusted

for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni correction.48 Sta-

tistical significance was defined as P < 0.05.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | SAPAP3−/− mice phenotyping

Grooming was assessed in the OF before (preautoshaping) and after

(postautoshaping) Pavlovian conditioning. A main effect of genotype

on grooming duration (F(1, 29)=8.69, P = 0.006), but no main effect of

session (F(1, 29)=0.05, NS), nor an interaction effect (F(1, 29)=0.26, NS)

was found. SAPAP3−/− showed increased grooming duration both

preautoshaping (Figure 2A, mean ± SEM: 159.43 ± 19.67 seconds WT

vs 320.53 ± 58.67 seconds SAPAP3−/−, t(19.50) = −2.60, P = 0.017)

and postautoshaping (Figure 2A, 114 ± 15.71 seconds WT vs

312.29 ± 66.62 seconds SAPAP3−/−, U = 57, z = −2.46, P = 0.026).

Grooming bouts showed a similar effect (supplementary Figure 1A).

A significant correlation was found between preautoshaping and

postautoshaping grooming for SAPAP3−/− (Pearson R2 of 0.243;

P = 0.04; 95% CI 0.02-0.79), indicating relatively consistent grooming

over time (3 months) (Figure 2D). These grooming durations were

averaged to compute a grooming trait value per animal.

On the EPM, SAPAP3−/− spent less time in open arms (Figure 2B:

152.25 ± 19.52 seconds WT vs 97.38 ± 8.51 seconds SAPAP3−/−,
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t(17.88) = 2.58, P = 0.019) and more time in closed arms compared to WT

(Figure 2B: 374.58 ± 24.27 seconds WT vs 445.28 ± 12.96 seconds

SAPAP3−/−, t(20.14) =−2.57, P = 0.036). Transitions to open and closed

arms displayed a similar effect (supplementary Figure 1B). Similar to the

OF test, SAPAP3−/− showed increased grooming duration (Figure 2C:

35 ± 3.78 seconds WT vs 85.53 ± 13.23 seconds SAPAP3−/−,

t(29)= − 3.37, P = 0.002) during EPM testing. Grooming bouts during

EPM tested showed a similar effect (supplementary Figure 1C).

To study the relation between grooming and anxiety, the groom-

ing trait value was correlated with EPM performance (ratio of time

spent in closed vs open arms), resulting in no significant correlation

(Pearson R2 of 0.16; NS; 95% CI −0.74 to 0.11) (Figure 2E). In addition,

no correlation was found between grooming during EPM testing and

EPM performance (ratio of time spent in closed vs open arms)

(Pearson R2 of 0.004; NS; 95% CI −0.43 to 0.53) (Figure 2F).

3.2 | General activity during behavioral tasks

Throughout different behavioral tasks, we assessed general activity.

Visual inspection of trajectories of SAPAP3−/− in the OF showed simi-

lar movement patterns compared to WT (Figure 3A, B). During OF

testing, movement was quantified during periods when animals did

not groom (to exclude effects of grooming on activity). A main effect

of genotype on movement was found (F(1, 29) = 14.47, P = 0.001), but

no main effect of time between OF sessions (F(1, 29) = 0.62, NS), nor

an interaction effect (F(1, 29) = 0.12, NS). Post-hoc analyses showed

that SAPAP3−/− showed decreased movement during preautoshaping

OF (Figure 3C: 21081.5 ± 4001 cm WT vs 10 644.6 ± 769.1 cm

SAPAP3−/−, U = 38, z = −3.22, P = 0.001) and postautoshaping OF

(Figure 3C: 21772.6 ± 2083.3 cm WT vs 12 445.2 ± 961 cm

SAPAP3−/−, U = 18, z = −4.01, P < 0.0001). In addition, analyzing

movement in the inner (data not shown, t(29)=2.15, P = 0.04) and

outer diameter (data not shown, t(29)=2.24, P = 0.03) of the OF also

showed that SAPAP3−/− showed decreased movement. To test if

decreased general activity in SAPAP3−/− was because of excessive

grooming, movement was divided by time not spent grooming. Similar

to movement, a main effect of genotype on movement per minute

was found (F(1, 29)=12.32, P < 0.0001), but no main effect of time in

between OF testing (F(1, 29)=0.51, NS), nor an interaction effect

(F(1, 29)=0.16, NS). Post-hoc tests showed that SAPAP3−/− showed

decreased movement per minute preautoshaping (Figure 3D:

368.45 ± 71.42 cm/min WT vs 194.29 ± 13.1 cm/min SAPAP3−/−,

U = 46, z = −2.9, P = 0.003) and postautoshaping (Figure 3D:

377.05 ± 37.63 cm/min WT vs 224.51 ± 15.13 cm/min SAPAP3−/−,

U = 19, z = −3.97, P < 0.0001). Movement during OF was not related

to grooming (Pearson R2 of 0.03; NS; 95% CI −0.60 to 0.34)

(Figure 3E).

During EPM testing, SAPAP3−/− exhibited decreased movement

(Figure 3F: 4008.17 ± 156.34 cm WT vs 2292.15 ± 259.57 cm

SAPAP3−/−, t(29)=5.36, P < 0.0001) that was not because of increased

grooming (grooming duration EPM vs movement EPM; Pearson R2 of

0.03; NS; 95% CI −0.61 to 0.34), nor because of increased anxiety-like

behavior (ratio of time spent in closed vs open arms vs movement

EPM; Pearson R2 of 0.22; NS; 95% CI −0.78 to 0.01).

During autoshaping, average total beam breaks during intertrial

intervals (as a proxy for activity) were averaged across sessions.

SAPAP3−/− showed decreased activity compared to WT (Figure 3G:

(A) (B) (C)

(D)
pre  vs  post

(E) Grooming (F)

Wild-type

SAPAP3-/-

Grooming duration Time spent in EPM arms Grooming duration 

EPMOF

vs
Anxiety

OF EPM

Grooming
vs

Anxiety
EPM EPM

Grooming
OF

FIGURE 2 Increased grooming (open field [OF]) and anxiety (elevated plus maze (EPM)) in SAPAP3−/− are not correlated. Grooming duration in

the open field before and after Pavlovian conditioning (autoshaping) for wild-type littermates (n = 14, blue, circles are individual animals) and
SAPAP3−/− (n = 17, orange, triangles are individual animals) (A). Time spent in open and closed arms on the EPM as a measure of anxiety (B).
Grooming duration during EPM testing (C). Significant correlation between grooming duration in the open field before and after Pavlovian
conditioning (D). No correlation between (averaged) grooming duration in the open field and anxiety on the EPM (ratio of time spent in
closed/open arms) (E). No correlation between grooming on the EPM and anxiety on the EPM (F). Data are mean + SEM; * P < 0.05. EPM,
elevated plus maze; OF, open field
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438.35 ± 57.82 breaks WT vs 206.44 ± 28.13 breaks SAPAP3−/−,

t(21)=3.71, P = 0.001).

Mice had to initiate trials by interrupting an infrared beam located

opposite to the screen. Some animals initiated only approximately five

trials per session, whereas the majority of the animals initiated about

30. Sessions with less than 10 initiated trials were excluded from ana-

lyses (Figure 3H I J). Analyses on the number of excluded sessions

showed a significant main effect of genotype (F(1, 23)=4.26, P = 0.05)

and a main effect of reversal (F(1, 23)=7.94, P = 0.01), but no interac-

tion (F(1, 23)=0.19, NS), suggesting that although reversal had an effect

on trial initiation in both genotypes, SAPAP3−/− were more inactive in

general.

After exclusion of inactive sessions, the number of initiated trials

for WT showed no significant effect of reversal (F(1,569.59) = 2.14, NS),

nor an effect of session (F(35,30.3) = 0.73, NS) nor an interaction effect

(F(35,30.3) = 1.01, NS) (Figure 3K). SAPAP3−/− displayed a minor

decrease in initiated trials after reversal (F(1,481.69) = 28.31, P < 0.001),

but no effect of session (F(35,27.45) = 0.45, NS) nor an interaction effect

(F(35, 27.45) = 1.01, NS) (Figure 3L). Direct comparison of initiated trials

between WT and SAPAP3−/− showed no difference (Figure 3M:

33.82 ± 2.39 trials WT vs 27.83 ± 2.01 trials SAPAP3−/−,

t(21)=1.93, NS).

3.3 | Autoshaping performance

During CS+ presentation before reversal, WT interacted with the

reward magazine (Figure 4A) as well as the CS itself (Figure 4C) with

no systematic preference. After reversal, WT re-acquired the new

reward contingencies, showed by increased CS approaches, but

refrained from magazine approaches.

Similar to WT, SAPAP3−/− learned to discriminate between CS+

and CS−, but mainly only approached the reward magazine (Figure 4B)

and not the CS (Figure 4D). After reversal, SAPAP3−/− showed dimin-

ished discrimination between the CS+ and CS−, but still retrieved

rewards.

Because mice interacted with both screen and magazine, we cal-

culated combined approaches towards screen and magazine during

either CS+ or CS− presentation. This allowed direct comparison of

autoshaping performance within and between genotypes, indepen-

dent of applied behavioral strategy (Figure 4E, F).

Statistics were performed on the 10 sessions before reversal and

on the last 10 sessions after reversal averaged over animals, as perfor-

mance became asymptotic. In WT, a main effect of CS on autoshaping

performance (F(1, 10) = 142.66, P < 0.0001), no main effect of reversal

(F(1, 10) = 0.21, NS), nor an interaction effect (F(1, 10) = 0.11, NS) was

found. Post-hoc analyses showed a significant difference between

approach behavior towards CS+ and CS− before (Figure 4E, bar

graphs prereversal: 16.64 ± 1.46 trials with approaches CS+ vs

8.07 ± 0.99 trials with approaches CS−, z = −2.93, P = 0.009) and

after reversal (postreversal: 15.02 ± 1.31 trials with approaches CS+

vs 8.71 ± 0.99 trials with approaches CS−, t(10) = 9.1, P < 0.001),

accompanied by no difference between CS+ before and after reversal

(t (10) = 1.29, NS) nor between CS− before and after reversal

(H)

(k) (L)

(A) (B)Wild-type
movement path OF

SAPAP3-/-

movement path OF

(J)

(M)

(C) (G)(F)(D)

(I)

(E)Activity
OF

Relative activity
OF

Activity

autoshaping

Excluded sessions

Initiated trials

Percentage excluded sessions - Wild-type Percentage excluded sessions - SAPAP3-/-

Number of initiated trials - Wild-type Number of initiated trials - SAPAP3-/-

Wild-type

SAPAP3-/-

Grooming
vs

Activity
OF OF

Activity
EPM

FIGURE 3 SAPAP3−/− display decreased general activity during behavioral testing that did not affect the overall number of initiated trials.

Representative open field (OF) trajectories of a wild-type littermate (WT) (A) and a SAPAP3−/− (B) during OF testing. Activity in the OF measured
during periods when animals were not grooming for WT (n = 14, blue, circles are individual animals) and SAPAP3−/− (n = 17, orange, triangles are
individual animals) (C). Average activity in the OF per minute of time not spent grooming (D). No correlation between averaged grooming duration
and average activity in the OF per minute (E). General activity on the elevated plus maze (F). Beam breaks measured during autoshaping intertrial
intervals (no CS) as a proxy for activity for WT (n = 11, circles) and SAPAP3−/− (n = 12, triangles) (G). Percentage of WT autoshaping sessions
excluded based on criterion of a minimum of 10 initiated trials per session (H). Percentage of SAPAP3−/− autoshaping sessions excluded (I). The
average number of excluded WT and SAPAP3−/− sessions is significantly different (J). Average number of initiated trials per session for WT
(excluded sessions removed) (K). Average number of initiated trials per session for SAPAP3−/− (excluded sessions removed) (L). Average number
of trials initiated by WT and SAPAP3−/− before and after reversal is not significantly different (M). Data are mean + SEM; * P < 0.05. EPM,
elevated plus maze; NS, not significant; OF, open field
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(t(10) = −0.51, NS), suggesting that mice reached similar performance

after reversal.

In SAPAP3−/−, we found a significant main effect of CS on auto-

shaping performance (F(1, 10) = 33.96, P < 0.0001), no main effect of

reversal (F(1, 10) = 1.66, NS), but accompanied by a significant interac-

tion effect (F(1, 10) = 9.81, P = 0.01), suggesting that SAPAP3−/−

approached CS+ and CS− differently before and after reversal. Indeed,

post-hoc analyses showed that SAPAP3−/− differentiated between CS

+ and CS− before reversal (Figure 4F bar graphs: 13.99 ± 1.1 trials

with approaches CS+ vs 8 ± 0.88 trials with approaches CS−,

t(11) = 7.96, P < 0.0001), but not after reversal (10.69 ± 1.4 trials with

approaches CS+ vs 8.11 ± 1.11 trials with approaches CS−,

t(10) = 2.53, P = NS). A significant decrease in CS+ approach behavior

was found after reversal (t(10) = 2.91, P = 0.045), but not in CS−

approach behavior (t(10) = −0.21, NS).

3.4 | Direct performance comparison between
genotypes

We computed a difference score of combined approach behavior for

both genotypes (Figure 5A) and performed statistics on the first

10 sessions before and after reversal (preacquisition and

(A) (B)

(E) (F)

(C) (D)

Goal tracking (reward magazine) - Wild-type

Sign tracking (conditioned stimulus) - Wild-type

Goal tracking (reward magazine) - SAPAP3-/-

Sign tracking (conditioned stimulus) - SAPAP3-/-

Combined approaches - Wild-type Combined approaches - SAPAP3-/-

FIGURE 4 SAPAP3−/− show reduced approaches towards the CS+ (sign tracking) and impaired overall Pavlovian responding after contingency

reversal. Number of trials with reward magazine approach (goal tracking) during CS+ (green) and CS− (red) for wild-type littermates (WT) (n = 11,
circles) (A). Number of trials with reward magazine approach for SAPAP3−/− (n = 12, triangles) (B). Number of trials with CS approach (sign
tracking) for WT (C). Number of trials with CS approach for SAPAP3−/− (D). Panel (E) depicts the number of trials with at least one approach
[CS approach and/or reward magazine approach] for WT. Yellow background indicates the last 10 sessions before reversal and after reversal used
for statistical analyses. Bar graphs below show average performance with individual WT depicted as circles. Schematics on bottom display
preferred strategy employed by WT before and after reversal. Panel (F) depicts the combined approaches for SAPAP3−/−. Bar graphs below show
average performance with individual SAPAP3−/− depicted as triangles. Schematics on bottom show preferred strategy before and after reversal.
Data are mean + SEM; * P < 0.05. CS, conditioned stimulus; NS, not significant; RM, reward magazine
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postacquisition, respectively) and the last 10 sessions before and after

reversal (premaintenance and postmaintenance, respectively). A main

effect of reversal on acquisition (F(1, 21) = 96.37, P < 0.0001) was

found, but no main effect of genotype (F(1, 21) = 0.04, NS), nor an

interaction effect (F(1, 21)=0.001, NS), suggesting similar acquisition

rate between WT and SAPAP3−/−.

A significant main effect of reversal on maintenance was found

(F(1, 20) = 11.38, P = 0.003), accompanied by a significant main effect

of genotype (F(1, 20) = 10.47, P = 0.004), without an interaction effect

(F(1, 20) = 0.51, NS). Interestingly, post-hoc analyses showed no signifi-

cant difference between WT and SAPAP3−/− before reversal

(Figure 5A bar graphs premaintenance: 8.58 ± 1.06 difference score

WT vs 5.98 ± 0.75 difference score SAPAP3−/−, t(21) = 2.02, NS);

however, a significant difference after reversal (Figure 5A bar graphs

postmaintenance: 6.31 ± 0.69 difference score WT vs 2.58 ± 1.02

difference score SAPAP3−/−, t(20) = 3.03, P = 0.028) was found.

To examine the relation between grooming and autoshaping per-

formance in SAPAP3−/−, correlation analyses between the grooming

trait measure and the difference score were performed. No correla-

tion between grooming and premaintenance difference score was

found (Pearson R2 of 0.004; NS; 95% CI −0.53 to 0.62), nor between

grooming and postmaintenance difference score (Pearson R2 of 0.05;

NS; 95% CI −0.44 to 0.73) (Figure 5B).

We explored the relation between anxiety and autoshaping per-

formance in SAPAP3−/−. No correlation was found between anxiety

and premaintenance difference score (Pearson R2 of 0.08; NS; 95% CI

−0.34 to 0.74), or between anxiety and postmaintenance difference

score Pearson R2 of 0.04; NS; 95% CI −0.72 to 0.45) (Figure 5C).

Finally, successful reversal in WT was accompanied by re-

emerging of cue approach behavior (Figure 4C). Thus, we tested the

correlation between cue approach behavior during CS+ and difference

score after reversal and found a strong relationship between these

two measures (Pearson R2 of 0.75; P < 0.0001; 95% CI 0.69-0.94)

(Figure 5D), suggesting that CS+ approach behavior is involved in suc-

cessful reversal learning. No correlation was found between reward

magazine approach behavior during CS+ and difference score after

reversal (Pearson R2 of 0.02; NS; 95% CI −0.53 to 0.30) (Figure 5E).

4 | DISCUSSION

The first aim of this study was to investigate the ability of SAPAP3−/−,

a transgenic mouse model for compulsive behavior in psychiatric dis-

orders such as OCD, to acquire Pavlovian conditioned responding and

their ability to flexibly adjust acquired behavior to reversed reward

contingencies. We found that SAPAP3−/−, although less vigorous in

their responses compared to WT, acquired responses to Pavlovian CS,

(A) (B) (C)Difference score combined approaches

(D) (E)
Difference score vs CS+ approaches (sign tracking) Difference score vs reward magazine approaches (goal tracking)

Grooming
vs

Post-maintenance
OF autoshaping

Anxiety
vs

Post-maintenance
EPM autoshaping

FIGURE 5 Diminished behavioral flexibility in SAPAP3−/− is related to reduced sign tracking, but not compulsive grooming or anxiety. Difference

score [combined CS+ approaches minus combined CS− approaches] for wild-type littermates (n = 11, blue) and SAPAP3−/− (n = 12, orange). Bar
graphs show comparison of genotypes during preacquisition (first 10 sessions), premaintenance (last 10 sessions before reversal), postacquisition
(first 10 sessions after reversal) and postmaintenance (last 10 sessions after reversal) for wild-type littermates (circles over blue bars) and
SAPAP3−/− (triangles over orange bars) (A). No correlation between average grooming in the open field (OF) and postmaintenance autoshaping

performance (difference score) (B). No correlation between anxiety on the elevated plus maze (ratio of time spent closed/open arms) and
postmaintenance performance (C). Strong correlation between CS approaches and postmaintenance performance (D). No correlation between
reward magazine approaches and postmaintenance performance (E). Data are mean + SEM; * P < 0.05. CS, conditioned stimulus; EPM, elevated
plus maze; OF, open field
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but unlike WT, were unable to adapt their conditioned approach

behavior upon contingency reversal. Both genotypes developed Pav-

lovian “goal-tracking” approaches during the CS+ (reward-magazine

approaches), but ceased to goal-track after reversal. In contrast to

SAPAP3−/−, WT exhibited “sign tracking” (CS+ approaches), which

emerged during task acquisition and re-emerged towards the new CS

+ after reversal, suggesting that this behavioral strategy contributed

to successful reversal learning. Our second aim was to assess how

behavioral flexibility is related to other OCD-like symptoms such as

compulsive behavior and anxiety. Surprisingly, both grooming and

anxiety-like behavior were unrelated to Pavlovian behavioral flexibility

in SAPAP3−/−, suggesting that these traits have independent etiolo-

gies. Together, our results refine the SAPAP3−/− mouse model for

OCD by identifying another OCD-like trait and its relationship to

other cardinal OCD-like symptoms.

SAPAP3−/− have been shown to groom excessively to the point

of removing fur and occasionally producing skin lesions.7 Because of

these negative consequences, this behavior is considered compul-

sive.7 Consistently, we confirm that SAPAP3−/− display increased

grooming compared to WT, reflected in both number of grooming

bouts and duration of grooming. Increased grooming was detected

both before and after the Pavlovian conditioning and on the EPM,

suggestive of a stable phenotype that is not affected by behavioral

testing. Furthermore, grooming before and after autoshaping was cor-

related significantly, indicating that individual mice display a relatively

reliable degree of grooming, even over a period of months. Our results

are consistent with previous reports, demonstrating robustness of the

SAPAP3−/− grooming phenotype and further validate this behavioral

readout as a proxy for compulsivity.7,43

In addition to grooming, we measured other behavioral traits that

are central to OCD symptomology. We assessed anxiety on the EPM

and confirmed previously reported augmentation of anxiety in

SAPAP3−/−.7 Previous studies measured anxiety in the OF, in the

light-dark box, and on the elevated zero-maze.7 The light-dark box

test and the elevated mazes are widely used assays for anxiety-like

behavior,49,50 thought to assess different forms of anxiety, bright-

space and open-space anxiety, respectively.51 Thus, SAPAP3−/− show

increased anxiety-like behavior on different paradigms, indicating a

broad anxiety phenotype.

We then asked whether increased grooming and anxiety in

SAPAP3−/− were related, but found no correlation between these two

variables. More specifically, the degree of anxiety measured on the

EPM did neither correlate with grooming on the EPM itself (grooming

state during paradigm), nor with grooming repeatedly assessed in the

OF (grooming trait over time). Therefore, our findings imply that com-

pulsive behavior and anxiety are not causally related to one another in

SAPAP3−/−, a question of clinical relevance, where some hypothe-

sized that anxiety causes compulsion in OCD, and others hypothe-

sized that compulsivity causes anxiety.52

Unexpectedly, we discovered another SAPAP3−/− trait that is not

commonly reported as an OCD symptom: General activity (ie, locomo-

tion plus overall movement) was diminished compared to WT. This

decreased activity was not an indirect consequence of SAPAP3−/−

spending more time grooming instead of being active otherwise,

because decreased activity remained, even after grooming periods

were excluded from the analysis (ie, activity relative to time spent not

grooming). In addition, this relative inactivity was not correlated with

grooming itself. However, although no correlation was found between

movement and anxiety-like behavior assessed on the EPM, we cannot

exclude that anxiety may play a role in decreased overall activity. To

ensure that this differential activity did not confound Pavlovian learn-

ing, we took several measures: (a) Animals were required to initiate tri-

als in the autoshaping task, which enabled the exclusion of low-

activity sessions and caused the total number of initiated trials not to

differ between genotypes. (b) Rather than analyzing the total number

of approaches during CS presentation, we analyzed the number of tri-

als in which mice completed at least one response during the CS. (c) In

order to not bias towards exclusive approaches to either cue or maga-

zine, a measure of “combined approach” responding during CS presen-

tation was computed (ie, counting whether an animal approached

either CS or reward magazine during CS presentation). Together,

these methods precluded general activity differences between geno-

types from penetrating learning variables (instead of assessing how

vigorous a mouse responded) and enabled direct comparison of

SAPAP3−/− and WT.

Although we focused on minimizing the potentially confounding

effects of decreased SAPAP3−/− general activity on reversal learning,

it cannot be excluded as a trait of potential OCD relevance. For

instance, OCD shows high comorbidity with depression and

anhedonia,53–55 pathologies that produce decreased activity marked

by loss of motivation and inability to experience pleasure. Further-

more, patients with severe OCD tend to exhibit depressive symptoms,

elaborate avoidance behavior, and high levels of anhedonia, all of

which are consistent with decreased general activity. Finally, it has

been reported that OCD patients move around less in their homes

during everyday life compared to healthy controls.55 However,

whether diminished general activity is an underexplored symptom of

OCD that could potentially be studied in SAPAP3−/− will have to be

evaluated in future studies.

We show that SAPAP3−/− were able to learn to discriminate

between environmental stimuli predicting reward (CS+) and no reward

(CS−) similar to WT and displayed Pavlovian conditioned approach

responses during presentation of these stimuli, indicating no overall

Pavlovian learning deficit. However, already during initial acquisition

(prior to reversal), SAPAP3−/− employed a different approach strategy

than WT. In anticipation of reward, WT approached both the CS loca-

tion and the reward magazine equally during CS+ presentation,

whereas SAPAP3−/− only approached the magazine. These two

approach strategies are thought to differ in the amount of incentive

salience assigned to the CS.40,56 Approach towards the CS+ itself (sign

tracking) is thought to be rooted in the CS gaining incentive

salience,57 a process consistent with model-free learning.58 In con-

trast, approach towards the reward location (goal tracking) suggests

underlying model-based learning independent of incentive motiva-

tion.59 Surprisingly, after reversal, both genotypes refrained from

reward magazine approaches. SAPAP3−/− did not recover responding,

whereas WT re-acquired approach behavior under the reversed

reward contingencies, although exclusively towards the CS+, suggest-

ing model-free mechanisms to enable this flexible behavior. To take

this speculation one step further: The lack of model-free learning-
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based approaches in SAPAP3−/− may explain their inability to adapt

to the reversal. However, future studies are necessary to test these

ideas in more depth.

Previous studies indicate crucial involvement of the prefrontal

cortex (PFC) in reversal learning. One PFC region, the orbitofrontal

cortex (OFC), is thought to be particularly important, as OFC lesions

consistently result in impaired reversal learning.60–67 SAPAP3−/− dis-

play altered OFC-striatal activity7,8 and deficits in behavioral response

inhibition that can be rescued by optogenetic stimulation of the OFC-

striatal network.16 We report that once SAPAP3−/− learned CS con-

tingencies, they were unable to update their behavioral response upon

reversal. One explanation for this finding is that SAPAP3−/− were not

able to “disinhibit” responding for previously unrewarded cues,

despite successful inhibition of responding to the previously rewarded

cue. This is consistent with the reported intact acquisition of Pavlov-

ian responses, but impaired reversal learning in OFC-lesioned

animals.65–67 Thus, a compromised PFC-striatal network present in

SAPAP3−/−, which was shown to be involved in their excessive

grooming,7,8,15,16 is possibly responsible for the lack of adaptation to

changing situational requirements. Furthermore, striatal regions that

receive PFC input are thought to be critical for model-free learning,68

suggesting that both the lack of model-free response strategies in

SAPAP3−/− and their behavioral inflexibility may be a consequence of

SAPAP3−/−-inherent PFC-striatal dysfunction.

The persistent, compulsive behavior of OCD patients can be con-

ceptualized as inflexible behavior. However, previous studies examin-

ing symptom-unrelated cognitive flexibility in OCD patients yielded

mixed outcomes, with some studies observing behavioral deficits in

reversal learning,21–27 whereas others did not.28–30,69 As discussed

above, deficits in reversal learning are associated with altered recruit-

ment of fronto-striatal circuitry (suggestive of altered cognitive pro-

cessing), which has been observed more consistently in OCD patients

during cognitively-flexibility demanding tasks.31,34 Moreover, a recent

neuroimaging study employing Pavlovian fear conditioning found that

OCD patients failed to flexibly update fear responses after reversal,

despite normal acquisition of fear conditioning.70 Similarly, we found

that SAPAP3−/− acquire Pavlovian conditioning but fail to flexibly

update their responses after contingency reversal. Thus, dysfunctional

cortical-striatal circuitry in both OCD patients and SAPAP3−/− may be

responsible for behavioral deficits in flexibly updating conditioned

responses, further validating the SAPAP3−/− model for OCD.

SAPAP3−/− acquired Pavlovian conditioned responding, similar to

WT, but failed to flexibly update their behavior upon reversal of

reward contingencies. This lack of behavioral adaptation was robust

and persisted for an extended period of training after contingency

reversal. Such inflexibility could potentially contribute to the persis-

tence of compulsive behavior despite negative consequences. How-

ever, individual traits of SAPAP3−/− measured here (anxiety,

compulsivity, flexibility, vigor) were not linearly related to one

another, suggesting at least partial independence, which may prove to

be of relevance for the treatment of OCD patients. In summary, we

report that in addition to compulsive behavior and augmented anxiety,

SAPAP3−/− display decreased vigor and cognitive deficits, thereby

mapping well onto OCD symptomology. Thus, our work provides

further support for the use of the SAPAP3−/− model to study OCD-

like behavior and its underlying neurobiology.
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